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VABILO NA PREDAVANJE / INVITATION TO THE LECTURE

Predstavitev saharske limnologije /
Limnology of Sahara Desert
Mini-biološka odprava na planoto Muydir; ALŽIRIJA, maj 2007 /
Mini-biological expedition to Muydir Plateau; ALGERIA, May 2007
Prof. dr. Anton Brancelj
Nacionalni inštitut za biologijo / National Institute of Biology
Četrtek, 22. 11. 2007 ob 15:00 / Thursday, 22. 11. 2007 at 15:00
Predavalnica 201 Fakultete za znanosti o okolju, Križna ulica 3, Gorica, Italija /
Lecture hall 201, Via della Croce 3, Gorizia, Italy
Predavanje bo v angleščini / Lecture will be held in English:
“The heart of Sahara” is volcanic area on the south-most part of Algeria, where sandy desert
turns into hard-rock plateau at the elevation of c. 1600 m. It has volcanic origin but nowadays
it is mainly characterised by silicate sandstone. In contrast to common opinion, the area, which
is positioned in the very centre of Sahara, is rich in surface water bodies. Contemporary
precipitations in Tammanrasset are quite modest and temperatures are high (less than 100 mm
of rain per year at the temperatures of about 36-40°C). However, on the Mouydir Plateau,
which is about 300 km north of Tammanrasset, even in May could be found rather big and
relatively cold pools of surface water. Those pools support relatively rich and diverse aquatic
and terrestrial fauna and flora, including 20-30 cm long fish. Pools, named “guelta”, are in
fact remnants of the rivers and are completely different from artesian wells supporting life in
oases. Tenths of square kilometres of dried-out bottoms of the lakes and several hundreds
metres wide river beds, filled with huge boulders, give landscape its characteristic aspect. They
are indicators of much more wet conditions in the past. Numerous graves and wall paintings
additionally give evidence on extent of human population about 5000 years ago on a shore of
nowadays dried-out lakes. Information on expedition, including some data on ground-water
fauna found there, will be presented during a seminar.

